CONTENTS:
- Tube no.1 (x2)
- Tube no.2 (x1)
- Tube no.3 (x2)
- Tube no.4 (x2)
- Tube no.5 (x2)
- Tube no.6 (x2)
- Tube no.7 (x2)
- Net (x1)
- Steel peg (x5)
- Long bolt (x4)
- Medium bolt (x2)
- Washer (x6)
- Nut (x6)

1 FRAME ASSEMBLY
Being careful to select the appropriately numbered tubes (tubes 1, 2, 3 & 4), assemble the frame as illustrated.

2 NET ASSEMBLY
Thread the net over the frame (tubes 1, 2, 3 & 4).
3 FRAME & NET ASSEMBLY
Being careful to select the appropriately numbered tubes (tube 7), thread tube 7 through the net and attach to the base of tube 4 using a long bolt as illustrated. Repeat for second side.

4 FRAME & NET ASSEMBLY
Being careful to select the appropriately numbered tubes (tubes 5 & 6), push tubes 5 & 6 together. Put the tubes inside the net, but not through the net and attach to tube 7 using a medium bolt and tube 1 using a long bolt as illustrated. Repeat for second side.

5 FRAME & NET ASSEMBLY
Spread and stretch the net evenly around the frame.

6 SECURING FRAME
Fix the frame and net to the ground using the pegs supplied. Position around the frame base as illustrated. Secure pegs using a mallet.
CAUTION: Check regularly that pegs are secure. Loose pegs may cause injury. Care should be taken when using a mallet as misuse may cause injury.